Use of certification symbols,
reference to the name of certificating organisation
Certificating organisation may be referred in marketing materials by either using the whole name:
NEOEMKI National Medical Device Conformity Assessment and Certification LLC. or short name:
NEOEMKI LLC.
Since February 2013 the following formats of certification symbols were used:

Since May 2020 the following formats of certification symbols can be used exclusively:

ISO 9001

ISO 13485

ISO 9001
ISO 13485

NEOEMKI LLC. specifies the following rules for its clients in regard to use of symbols:
Used symbol and supporting text need to have unambiguous correspondence with the details of valid
certification in regard to the subject and issuer of the certification.
Symbol(s) of certified quality system cannot be used in such manner that suggests product conformity.
Certification symbols above are not allowed to be visible for clients on product, on product package,
or to be used in reports about laboratory testing, calibration or verification.
Any statement or supporting information on product packaging is allowed only if it is refers to the
certified status of the organisation. Such statement or supporting information must not suggest that
the product, process or service is audited.
Any reference or statement need to contain: the name of client (logo), type of quality system,
reference to standard or regulation and the name of NEOEMKI as certification issuer, for example: “
…<name of the company> has been certified by NEOEMKI according to ISO 9001 / ISO 13485 standard.”
In case of ambiguous and / or unauthorized use of the name of the certification body or certification
symbols, NEOEMKI takes all necessary measures.
In case of partial suspension or withdrawal of the certification, certified organisation has to abolish any
use of certification symbol on suspended or withdrawn field.
If certification expires, organisation is not authorized to use certification symbol any more, thus use of
symbol has to be abolished immediately. Certification symbol can be used furthermore, if renewal of
certification is in progress.
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